
No Symptom,but Carrying Virus Proliferated by Trojan COVID Virus.
❶Infection explosion is caused mainly by someone No Symptom,but Carrying Virus.
❷Incomplete vaccine has been causing someone No Symptom,but Carrying Virus.
❸The vaccine make antibody to bind with Covid spike to reduce onset or aggravation
<No Symptom>, however not kill virus completely,but generate Trojan virus.
❹TOWARD INFECTION EXPLOSION after the MASS VACCINATION.
In general final immune process,disabled virus by antibody must be eliminated by natural
immune cell,but bad antibody biding Covid pretending disabled(Trojan virus)is to enter
natural immune cell and eat and damage<by some degree=”cytopathic”>it to proliferate by
mRNA copying<but Carrying Virus>.
❺TOWARD TERRIFIC ADE EXPLOSION after the INCUBATION PERIOD.
If organ cells are invaded by virus,those have ill symptom,while immune system has not for
the first time being.However after incubation period, their vanishing would become fatal
when they become weaker and encounter another invaders into body, without natural
immune system,antibody production ordering signal do not work.Thus destroying immune
system is to cause fatal stronger ill symptom. ❹❺are similar with AIDS(HIV) process.
2020/08/08,10.11,19<correction>：antibody kill virus→antibody disable virus<=cytopathic>

COVID with antibody can not bind with recepter(ACE2)
→No Onset,or at least No Aggravation.However there is final eliminating process.
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Final Elimination of Virus with (good)antibody by “natural immune cell” phagocytosis.
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.....but in bad ADE antibody binding with antigen can not completely disablel virus ,then it is
natural immune cells that are eaten by virus.

Immune cell eat the virus by considering it dead,
But, at the final stage,it is they who are eaten by
Trojan Virus to proliferate by mRNA copying.

Virus pretending dead=Trojan Virus

The eaten natural cells are damaged,but help the virus proliferaing by RNA coping.
They has no antibody with the spike by anymore. It is genuine virus reincarnated.
This may be nothing,but the explosion of No Symptom,but Breeding the Virus.

@@:CAUTION on possibility of failures in above paragraph !!
In general final immune process,killed(disabled)virus by antibody must be eliminated by
natural immune cell,This is a citation from web,but the details could not find in web,so some
paragraph on this process is authors opinion,but not fact verified.The experts know it
well,however their messages could not be found....Now WHO and many nation leaders has
been doing terrible wrong !!!<2020/08/08>.→<2020/08/19>Almost has assured by after
reverification thanks to the web information lost in the 1st survey..

At 1st, Stop The VACCINE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2nd,the massive vaccinated people must be intensively

cared against 2nd infection.Possible effective policy

must be urgently surveyed.The drugs against

AIDS(HIV),etc might be effective?!.

By,anyway, we must evade the people desperate !!!
The last year,a wise Indian boy predicted coming time when nothing treatment against
virus explosion,then people really would have become to recognize the truth to wake up.
“A predicted future can be changed by our will at now<Jucelino.N.L>”.



APPENDIX_1: “Review on Immune Process and Immune Trouble(by Trojan virus).”

❶Innate Immunity are eliminating foreign substances by phagocytosis of
{macrophages,neutrophils, dendritic cells} and attacking by {Natural Killer cells}.
How Immunity Works
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf
If they failed,then following system❷ is to attack COVID with making and using
weapon(antibody).

*virus with antibody disable to cause ill is to be eaten by natural immune cell as
final cure process,this final process become serious in ADE problem

❷Adaptive immunity (acquired immunity)
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf
 Dendritic cells(etc) the virus police arresting to eat and excrete virus mark.
Encountering virus→eating and digesting in Dendritic cells → ouput antigen presentation
 T cells the Messenger to missile maker and the launcher(B cells)
→ helper T cells (virus mark messenger) → B cells (memory & production)
 B cells (read virus mark and memory→production) → antibody release to attack virus
*memory=lasting immunity ability for a time?.

COVID with antibody can not bind with recepter(ACE2)
→No Onset,or at least No Aggravation.However there is final eliminating process -❸.

 Good Eliminating Process:
Normal adaptive immunity<binding of antibody and antigen>kill virus completely toward final
eliminating by phagocytosis of{macrophages,neutrophils, dendritic cells}.
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Final Elimination of Virus with (good)antibody by “natural immune cell” phagocytosis.
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❸ADE0=the Immunity Failure(by Incomplete Vaccine)=Trojan Virus.
This is infection case of those who has insidious antibody(by vaccine or natural infection).
⑴No Symptom,but Breeding the Virus=Antibody Deceiving Entry Phenomena,
Bad(ADE)antibody intercepts biding ACE2 with virus by antigen-spike binding.
Thus,for the time being, this reaction evade onset,or aggravation by at least.
.....but in bad ADE antibody binding with antigen can not completely kill virus ,then it is
natural immune cells that are eaten by virus.

Immune cell eat the virus by considering it dead,
But, at the final stage,it is they who are eaten by
Trojan Virus to proliferate by mRNA copying.

Virus pretending dead=Trojan Virus
The eaten natural cells are damaged,but help the virus proliferaing by RNA coping.
They has no antibody with the spike by anymore. It is genuine virus reincarnated.
This may be nothing,but the explosion of No Symptom,but Breeding the Virus.

⑵ADE=the Immunity Failure(by Incomplete Vaccine)=Trojan Virus.
@@:CAUTION:
Also this item is extremely important,but uncertain on the exact details by author,
so you should survey the details.

damaged immune cells toward their collapse
by damage accumulation in incubattion period.

damaged immune cells
Antibody Dependence Enhancement=No Protection against Reinfection.
Note the natural immune cells are not organ-itself to keep life activity in our body,
Thereby no visible symptom of ill for the first time being,however their vanishing would
become fatal when they become weaker and encounter another invaders into body,
Without natural immune system,antibody production ordering signal do not work.
Thus destroying immune system is to cause fatal ill symptom.

 AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)
When infected with HIV (human immunodeficiency virus), both cell-mediated immunity and
humoral immunity do not work,because the helper T cells the center of adaptive immunity,
are destroyed. As a result, the immune function is significantly reduced.and causes
opportunistic infections.
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf
 The incubation period of HIV infection
https://journals.lww.com/co-infectiousdiseases/abstract/1997/02000/the_incubation_period_of_hiv_infection.3.aspx

The median length of the incubation time ranges from 8 to 11 years for homosexual men,
depending on their age.

https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf
https://journals.lww.com/co-infectiousdiseases/abstract/1997/02000/the_incubation_period_of_hiv_infection.3.aspx


About enhancement of infection (ADE) by antibody of new coronavirus 2020/11/13
It has been suggested that different binding patterns to RBD may cause ADE,
https://www.infront.kyoto-u.ac.jp/sars-cov-2/20201113-2/
The antibody binds to the S protein on the surface of the virus particle, and the Fc region of
the antibody binds to the Fc receptor FcγR II (CD32) of the immune system cells to
establish infection of the immune system cells.
RBD=spike protein portion biding with antibody.
Fc receptor=gate guide into immune system cells(what kind ?)

Discovered an antibody that enhances infection with the new
coronavirus-may be involved in the aggravation of COVID-19-
https://www.amed.go.jp/news/release_20210525-02.html
Points of research results
*It was discovered that when infected with the new coronavirus, not only neutralizing
antibodies that prevent infection, but also antibodies that enhance infection
(infection-enhancing antibodies) are produced.
*When the infection-enhancing antibody binds to a specific site of the peaplomer of the new
coronavirus, the antibody directly causes a structural change of the peplomer.
As a result, it was found that the infectivity of the new coronavirus is higher.
*Infection-enhancing antibodies have been found to diminish the protective effect of
neutralizing antibodies.

*Reference1:
How Immunity Works(p136 )
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf
What is immunity? the detail on types of immune cells and how they work!
https://www.macrophi.co.jp/special/1424/
Mechanism and function of immunity
http://plaza.umin.ac.jp/~histsite/3immuntxt.pdf

"Inoculators are spreading delta infections and vaccines are no longer functioning."
: The Washington Post publishes internal CDC material. In the future, it seems inevitable
that infection explosions between vaccinated people will become uncontrolled in various
countries around the world.
https://indeep.jp/the-corona-vaccine-is-not-working-already/

"In the end, the infection is exploding only in highly vaccinated countries."
: The world's first inventor of the mRNA vaccine expresses his concerns.
And the ultimate chaos coming also to Japan
https://indeep.jp/infections-are-exploding-in-highly-vaccinated-countries/

https://www.infront.kyoto-u.ac.jp/sars-cov-2/20201113-2/
https://www.amed.go.jp/news/release_20210525-02.html
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf
https://www.macrophi.co.jp/special/1424/
http://plaza.umin.ac.jp/~histsite/3immuntxt.pdf
https://indeep.jp/the-corona-vaccine-is-not-working-already/
https://indeep.jp/infections-are-exploding-in-highly-vaccinated-countries/


APPENDIX_2:Covid virus do not kill host cell,but proliferates in it by exploiting it.
So called enveloped virus(Covid,infulenza)do not kill host cell,but proliferate and escape
from it by so called budding(secretion),but not by lysis(host cell is killed).
Then what(who)damage host cells of our body organs ???
Damage of bleeding is equivalent to secretion of virus ???

Virus Replication
Covid the enveloped virus do not kill host cell,but exploit.
https://www.immunology.org/public-information/bitesized-immunology/pathogens-and-disease/virus-replication

6. Virion release: There are two methods of viral release: lysis or budding. Lysis results
in the death of an infected host cell, Enveloped viruses, Covid. influenza A virus, are
typically released from the host cell by budding. It is this process that results in the
acquisition of the viral phospholipid envelope. These types of virus do not usually kill the
infected cell and are termed cytopathic viruses.

Coronavirus structure and replication cycle (life cycle)
“amplified hundreds of times” means some damage to the host cell by the exploiting?!!
https://www.jiu.ac.jp/features/detail/id=6822
After going through the steps  to  above, the amount of virus is amplified hundreds of
times in the cell.After being released to the outside of the cell and secreted, it is adsorbed to
the surrounding uninfected cells and the infection is repeated.
https://asakura.chiba.jp/archives/9407

Organoids elucidate the mechanism of multi-organ injury caused by the new corona
Covid itself do not kill host cell,then who do kill organ cells ??
https://bio.nikkeibp.co.jp/atcl/news/p1/20/07/12/07195/
Abnormalities in the blood coagulation system due to SARS-CoV-2 infection of vascular
endothelial cells may be the most important factor in the aggravation of COV-19. Infection
was found to cause cell death in type II alveolar epithelial cells, and the response was
shown to produce chemokines and cytokines. This cell death is likely to be one of the
triggers for cytokine storms, but the mechanism has not yet been elucidated.

The activation of the blood coagulation system means that an organ bleeding equivalent
situation occurs. It is said that the proliferated virus go out of the cell by sprouting or
secretory action, which might be equivalent to bleeding ??!!.
Chemokines:It is a basic protein that expresses its action via a G protein-coupled receptor,
and is a group of cytokines. It causes migration of leukocytes and is involved in the
formation of inflammation.

Roles and types of cytokines in immunity-may cause diseases⁉-
https://www.macrophi.co.jp/special/1608/

https://www.immunology.org/public-information/bitesized-immunology/pathogens-and-disease/virus-replication
https://www.jiu.ac.jp/features/detail/id=6822
https://asakura.chiba.jp/archives/9407
https://bio.nikkeibp.co.jp/atcl/news/p1/20/07/12/07195/
https://www.macrophi.co.jp/special/1608/


Inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines
When immune cells recognize foreign substances such as pathogens and cancer cells in
the body, they induce inflammation (elimination of foreign substances) in the body by
inducing inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-α, and an immune response.
Activates. On the other hand, anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 and TGF-β have
the effect of suppressing inflammation so that these immune responses do not become
excessive.
However, when the balance between inflammatory cytokines and anti-inflammatory
cytokines is lost due to virus invasion or drug administration, and the secretion of
inflammatory cytokines becomes excessive, inflammatory reactions occur one after another.
As a result, the phenomenon of damaging one's own cells is called "cytokine storm".



APPENDIX_3:We Must Change Life Way in Facing Outrageously Radical Evil Era.
Left & right are logical opposition,knowing left ideology give you the prospection on coming
near world future by the history dynamics.
Atheism Global Ruling by NAZIS USA

*Trauma by the radical survival history in
north caused racial & class discrimination.
*Now USA is dividend into evil and justice.

Common Fundamental Teach of Religion

 The revelation is heavenly will of
philanthropy,so that Mankind should survive.

Supremacism=stronger eat weaker
Actual is Darwinism Egocentricity in Natural
Field.Weaker people is slave who should be
exploited,while stronger nobility rule them. .
 Rockfeller,UK imperial,

Persuing Peace Society with Justice,
Truth,and Philanthropy by Equal People
in God.Before religion,by violence,stronger
ruled major people in injustice state,thus,the
heavenly revelation2 came down.

Perpetual Struggle by setting Enemy
 Global espionage CIA&military violence
ruling for elite with outstanding military cost.
Non-wartime CIA ruling by deception& terror.

Co-living in peace & class struggle

For accomplishing the aim,devotion is
contraction with God,the kernel of religion.

By outstanding prosperity in USA material
civilization ,the world has been following.
However the radical civilization had failed by
destroying earth environment,so they hide it
by suppressing climate collapse fact.The
global confusion by COVID outbreak at this
time is mercy-less ultra insidious scenario.
The prolonging line is global mass extinction
by Arctic Methane Bursting Catastrophe1) at
about 2040<also the Bible prediction>

Jesus devotion is for political revolution,also
Islamism teaches “Jihad” against invader 
Papa&mama do devotion by love for child,
thereby CIA theater ruling always become
full,but clever & insidious hate engineering.

Big solidarity without hate and dicord in a
God is strong religious power !!

1) Geo-Cooling Engineering Intercepting against Arctic Methane Catastrophe.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-by-spreading-sea-water-to-make-cloud-in-order-to-cu
t-insolation.pdf
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
2)Scientific Mechanism of Heavenly Revelation.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
3)Physical vacuum the nothing is also nothing law world=anything can be,and also Almighty.
*matter-antimatter creation reaction is logical contradiction realization→anything can be<logic
theorem>.0=+1-1+2-2+3-3.....An example telling, full fill world of positive-negative symmetry.
Thus elementary particle volume must be 0,thereby real number 0 is nothing and non

nothing<contradiction>..

0 (limN→∞  / )=smaller than any rational number,while N is indefinite ,so definite proposition on
indefinite something become impossible.

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-by-spreading-sea-water-to-make-cloud-in-order-to-cut-insolation.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-by-spreading-sea-water-to-make-cloud-in-order-to-cut-insolation.pdf
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf


4)Communication Mechanism between this world and another heavenly one.
Dialogue between God and prophecy(the copy) in heavenly world→B wave resonance between
prophecy(in this world).Brain communication is hypothesis at now,however it is called telepathy
between twin,which is famous.B wave is longitudinal electrical wave by no energy<0=+E-E>,
while portable phone is A wave of traversal electro-magnetic wave with positive energy.Another
possibility is astral projection, copy prophecy’s temporal transportation to heavenly world of God.

5)Sacred Politics Methodology.
By following heavenly will in good our faith,any dispute between us would be resolved.
All confusions may come from someones egocentrism,but not divine will.

6:10~17: Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might.
Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil.
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the
evil day, and having done all, to stand.Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth,
and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet shod with the preparation of
the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to
quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of
the Spirit, which is the word of God:............”The Bible, Ephesians”
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6):Also author is encountering various interference at this time in disclosing imminent awful
risk of exploding Trojan Covid Virus,which is nothing,but the planed pandemic by
someones the highest EVIL.While also we must strongly reconsider ourselves who has
been causing Climate Hell World now heading global extinction before 2040.Urgent
Establishing {Climate & Virus}Wartime Regime may be best both in attacking {Climate &
Virus} and in saving minimum stable life for ALL by international co-operations.
Now the earth having become terrible hot( with cold wave) could temporally be cooled by
employing sun heat intercepting by cloud making machine<however not have realized at
now>.Already we have no sufficient time to be idle !!!.

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm
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